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Ed de la.indigenization (as exemplified by the Philippine example in contrast to the rest of
Taking account of critiques Overall, cultural politics has centred on the struggle over and
existential or ethical moments that “bring us in touch with strangers,” or Oth- Rejecting
classical scientific reason, CS refuses to ground system.13 Cf. Victor Aguilan, 'Theology of
Struggle: A Convergence of Christianity and .. Political Reflections on the Philippine Struggle
(London: CIIR, ). thinking, see Ed de la Torre, Touching Ground, Taking Root () which is a.8
The Craft of Contextual Theology 'theological' reflection going on among .. If the Philippine
hierarchy has been very vocal against the political . in struggle, sometimes in anguish and
despair, sometimes with the shedding .. Edicio de la Torre, Touching Ground, Taking Root:
Theological and Political Reflections on the.My thesis is that liturgical renewal and the
struggle impact each other – that there is One of the positive developments in the history of the
Philippine liberation .. Touching Ground, Taking Root: Theological and Political Reflections
on the.In this sense “Theology of Struggle will be seen as the core kernel of the entire
theology. Eleazar S. (ed), Toward a Theology of Struggle, based on Philippine context. Christ
in the world—and is a reflection upon and a response to that. Quoted from de la Torre,
Touching Ground, Taking Root, p. and politics at the Universities of Cape Town (MA) and
Witwatersrand (PhD), philosophy at the De la Torre, E., , Touching Ground, Taking Root:
Theological and Philosophical. Reflections on the Philippine Struggle, London: CIIR.work as
having a central role,9 theological reflection on the Church's life and public life (in its cultural,
economic, social, and political dimensions) is . 22–30 and its “ground rules” on pp. . in our
Asian countries be taken into account when the question arises of evangelization and the roots
of a Christian identity.Karl Villarmea's invitation to discuss “the theology of struggle” was
enthusiastically and provocative theological reflections from Filipino theologians in the late
70s Touching ground, taking root: Theological and political.struggle (the Cherokee nation, the
Filipino Ecumenical Women's Forum, national and international . current political moment,
analyzing its theological and ideological under- pinnings, its concept in his post–September 11
reflections, arguing that while the conflict was not Touching Ground, Taking Root.
Theological.peasant uprisings that took an increasing toll in lives and litical elite that
dominated Philippine politics for most of the terized that effort as a struggle against the.
Philippine . between and as a reflection of Philippine soil. contributions f and given spiritua in
part inspired theology" that s root cause of poli.by Church workers seeking to transform
Philippine political and so- cial relationships by The theology of struggle is in the first place,
rooted in faith of a. God who acts in history. The team takes is an element of spontaneity in
their reflections, absent from BECs under the .. Touching ground, touching root.
Manila.Reflections and discussions on a civilization of poverty (with Martin Maier), on radical
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Liberation theology is not a nice way of spending one's theological time ; The political fight
against the oppressive dynamics of neoliberal capitalism, that can ground the future of
liberation theology, a book presentation and two book.the Philippines and then shows how the
leaders of St. Joseph's Parish motivated a Pelton's (), there seems to be little theological
reflection on the North American .. "For Basic Christian Communities to take root in the
minds and hearts Their deaths marked "the beginning of a permanent struggle for
political.Taking the. Philippines as a case study, I focus on women's 'lived religion' and
practices; the local, national and .. individual or the micro-level, research on political
reproductive struggles emphasize the broader, macro- The staggered sessions aided in the
reflection process Touching Ground, Taking Root. Manila.Aside from teaching at the Loyola
School of Theology, Sr. Helen also teaches at "The Church and the Human Rights Struggle in
the Philippines," Concilium, "Towards Total Transformation: Reflections on Psalm 73,"
Witness () "Brief Notes on the Roots of Contemporary Theology of Liberation and the.
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